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This book is about an ecosystem that was never supposed to exist.
Since the first cities emerged in the Middle East several thousand 

years ago, every great thinker who has studied them, from Plato to 
Voltaire to Jane Jacobs, has agreed on one thing: cities are for peo-
ple. A handful of hardy wildlife species have always thrived in urban 
areas, but most were driven out as cities grew bigger and denser. 
Domesticated animals once roamed city streets in great numbers, 
but most of these too were eventually removed or brought under 
control, herded into the countryside or ushered into human homes. 
By the mid-twentieth century, fewer animals than ever before lived 
in the world’s most developed cities. This arrangement started  
to seem natural, and there was every reason to believe it would 
continue.1

Then, beginning around 1970, people living in cities in Europe, 
North America, parts of East Asia, and elsewhere noticed a strange 
new trend. Wild animals that had not been seen there for decades—
or in some cases ever—were showing up in the least likely of urban 
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environments. Conservationists called these creatures flukes, or 
described them as the last gasps of a natural world choked by smog 
and buried under concrete. Yet the sightings continued. Soon, hardly 
a week was going by without a report of a new species in a new city. 
By 2020, no one who had seen a deer graze on a suburban lawn, an 
alligator plunge into a golf course pond, a hawk devour a pigeon in 
an urban park, a bear pluck apples from a neighbor’s tree, or a seal 
sunbathe on a busy dock could deny that cities were filling up with 
wildlife.

Even as wildlife populations inside cities have thrived, outside cit-
ies many have collapsed. Since 1970, global wildlife populations 
have declined by an average of 60 percent. North America has lost 
30 percent of its birds. Some iconic species once considered secure, 
from giraffes to elephants, are now threatened. Vast swaths of wild-
land habitat have been cleared, graded, ploughed, or paved. At least 
one million species are in danger of extinction.2

Why have so many cities—the most artificial and human- 
dominated of all Earth’s ecosystems—grown rich with wildlife, even 
as wildlife has faded from most of the rest of the world? And what 
does this paradox mean for cities, people, wildlife, and nature on our 
increasingly urban planet?

The Accidental Ecosystem tells the story of how American cities 
filled with wildlife. It argues that although cities were not built with 
the goal of attracting wild animals, they have become rich wildlife 
habitats—or even weird wildlife refuges—because of decisions peo-
ple made often decades ago and mostly for other reasons. The recent 
explosion of wildlife in American cities is one of the greatest ecologi-
cal success stories since the dawn of conservation, but it happened 
largely by accident. Only over the past generation have scientists, 
conservationists, planners, and civic leaders throughout the United 
States begun to study, grapple with, and appreciate cities as fertile 
ecosystems housing diverse multispecies communities. But bringing 
these animals back was the easy part. The hard part, and the real 
work ahead of us, is living with them now that they’re here.
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•  •  •  •  •

Ecologists and conservationists were slow to grasp the changes that 
brought so much wildlife to so many American cities. Over the past 
few decades, however, as interest in urban wildlife and ecosystems 
has grown, two schools of thought have emerged. Let’s call these two 
groups the skeptics and the cheerleaders.

According to the skeptics, cities are mostly agents of destruction. 
Cities replace diverse native creatures with a smaller number of tough 
exotic species that can multiply in the company of humans, some-
times rising to the level of pests but not contributing much to the 
world. Even beyond their boundaries, cities gobble up resources, lay-
ing waste to natural habitats. As this process unfolds, our planet 
grows more uniform and less interesting. Urban wildlife may be use-
ful for educating the public and raising its support for conservation in 
more pristine areas, but cities and most of the creatures that inhabit 
them are of little ecological value compared with what they destroy.3

The cheerleaders respond that cities are novel ecosystems, which 
provide crucial services—such as pollination, storm protection, and 
water filtration—for the people who live in them. Cities house diverse 
wildlife, including hundreds of endangered and migratory species. 
Creatures that prosper in cities are marvels of adaptation and resil-
ience worthy of our respect. Since urban environments are harbin-
gers of the future on a planet increasingly shaped by human action, 
we should embrace them, learn from them, and cultivate them in all 
their weedy glory.4

This book—which concludes that we should value and foster 
urban wildlife, even when living with it poses real challenges—draws 
insight and inspiration from both the skeptics and the cheerleaders. 
Instead of taking a side, it tells the story of how we got to a point 
where we can have such a debate, and what this debate says not only 
about wildlife but also about us.

•  •  •  •  •
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Any book about urban wildlife must begin by defining two terms—
urban and wildlife—both of which are slipperier than they may at 
first seem.

Cities exert a lopsided influence on local and global ecosystems. 
By 2020, only around 2 percent of the earth’s ice-free land surface 
was covered with urban areas, but many cities were booming, par-
ticularly in Africa and Asia, and together they already housed more 
than 56 percent of the world’s human population. In the United 
States, around 83 percent of people lived in urban areas, including 
nearly 95 percent of residents in California, the most urban U.S. 
state. Cities occupy a small fraction of our planet’s land base, but 
because they contain so many people, they consume vast quantities 
of resources and produce immense volumes of waste.

Yet what counts as a city has changed over time. As late as the 
1940s, the U.S. Census defined urban as “compris[ing] all territory, 
people, and housing units in incorporated places of 2,500 or more” 
residents. In 1950, the Census Bureau introduced the term urban-
ized area, which now includes any contiguous zone with a popula-
tion of at least 50,000 and a density of 1,000 or more residents per 
square mile. The bureau defines a metropolitan statistical area as a 
larger region containing at least one urbanized area, plus its sur-
rounding county and any outlying counties that meet certain crite-
ria. Researchers outside the bureau have developed other ways of 
defining cities, for example by using satellite imagery to map the 
proportion of built and paved land versus green space in an urban 
region.5

For wildlife, it is best to think of the term urban as representing a 
continuum. Downtown, people are everywhere, most surfaces are 
paved, and only a few, hardy wildlife species linger for very long. 
Suburbs contain fewer people per square mile, tend to be leafier, and 
offer greater opportunities for creatures that can avoid the hazards 
cities pose while tapping the riches cities offer. On the outskirts, in 
areas known as urban-wildland interfaces, diverse species benefit 
from a Goldilocks combination of refuge and resources. An urban 
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satellite area may be dozens or even hundreds of miles from its par-
ent city, but the two places are intimately connected. A dam built to 
supply a distant metropolis with water and power, for example, both 
shapes the city and transforms the watershed. Some places that few 
people consider urban, including tourist magnets such as Yosemite 
Valley, also possess many of the features typically associated with 
cities, from trash dumps to traffic jams. Finally, there are urban 
waterways. We tend to equate cities with land, but from New York 
Harbor to San Francisco Bay to the Florida Everglades, urbanization 
has rearranged aquatic habitats on a massive scale, even if these 
changes can be hard to perceive for a bipedal primate.

This book focuses on vertebrate wildlife, including birds, mam-
mals, fish, and a few reptiles. Insects, arachnids, and other diminu-
tive creatures play important supporting roles in urban ecosystems. 
Yet they play only bit parts in this story, because of limited space and 
because we still know so little about them, including trends in their 
populations over time. The pages that follow also contain relatively 
little about some of the most familiar urban wildlife species. Squirrels 
make an early debut, but crows, pigeons, rats, skunks, opossums, 
and raccoons remain backstage. Most of the starring roles in this 
drama go to creatures like bald eagles, black bears, and sea lions—
large and charismatic species that few would have expected, fifty or 
a hundred years ago, to thrive in urban spaces. Their presence in 
some modern American cities reminds us both how little we knew 
about them decades ago and how much more we still have to learn.

There are some things we may never know. One of the great iro-
nies of ecological science is that we know so little about the places 
where most of us live. For decades, most ecologists ignored urban 
wildlife, missing opportunities to collect baseline data and monitor 
growing populations. Over the past generation, however, our under-
standing of urban ecosystems has grown in leaps and bounds. But 
because scientists got such a late start, there are many questions 
about the past that we lack the data to answer in a statistically  
satisfying way. There are a few exceptions to this rule, most notably 
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regarding birds, which legions of admirers have followed in cities for 
more than a century. But birds are a special case. This book com-
bines historical and scientific records with interviews and field 
observations to assemble a story of change over time.

When you start talking with people about urban wildlife, one 
thing becomes clear. People who encounter these animals—which, 
these days, means almost anyone who lives in a city—invariably 
make meaning of the experience. Clichés portraying urban animals 
as diseased menaces, criminal gangs, swarthy immigrants, gritty 
hustlers, faithful servants, good neighbors, upstanding citizens, 
icons of resilience, or wellsprings of hope have always said more 
about the people expressing them than they do about the creatures 
they claim to describe.

Consider the example of native versus exotic species. Exotic spe-
cies are, after habitat destruction, the second-greatest driver of glo-
bal biodiversity loss. Distinguishing between natives and exotics 
sometimes makes sense, particularly for newly introduced species. 
In cities, however, this distinction often breaks down. If cities are 
novel ecosystems, the oldest of which in North America date back 
only hundreds of years, then although some species may have 
adapted to living in them, no species is native to them in any deep 
ecological or evolutionary sense. Cities exist in regions with native 
species that may pass through or settle down in developed areas. 
Cities also contain newcomers, some of which cause problems, but 
others of which have found benign or even beneficial niches. Drawing 
a bright line between those that belong and those that don’t, based 
solely on their ancestors’ places of origin, raises the specter of xeno-
phobia. It is unwarranted and—since one of the goals of studying 
urban wildlife is to engage a younger, more diverse constituency for 
conservation—it is unwise.6

The story of wildlife in American cities has unfolded differently in 
different places. One common theme is that in every place there have 
been winners and losers. Although cities may be sanctuaries for some 
creatures, they are traps for others. This book focuses mainly on the 
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winners, species that possess some quality—such as fecundity, flexi-
bility, or fearlessness—that has enabled them to flourish in urban 
environments. But for every species in this book that has thrived, 
many more not covered in these pages have dwindled in or disap-
peared from our cities. Managers charged with protecting struggling 
creatures in pockets of urban habitat have some of the toughest jobs 
in conservation. Coexisting with wildlife means not only celebrating 
the charismatic species that most people like but also treating com-
mon species that most people don’t like humanely, while giving those 
that are struggling the space and resources they need.

The time has come to start making more and better decisions 
with all of these creatures in mind. Some forward-thinking people 
and places are already doing so, and it is crucial for the rest of us to 
join them. As the stories that follow show, issues that affect wildlife 
also affect people, and decisions made in one city influence what 
happens in other cities and regions, including in far-off nature pre-
serves and wilderness areas. The choices we make today will affect 
wildlife and shape ecosystems—in cities and beyond—for genera-
tions to come.


